Submissions R v Barry Futter – 27th July 2018
Att: His Honour Judge Roy Ellis
Your Honour
I am a 57-year-old man who knows right and wrong.
I studied the Holy Bible for many years and am a well-read scholar on history.
I understand the depth of LAW required to maintain a semi peaceful community in a
chaotic world.
I understand that Scripture and Common Law are the basis of our present Westminster
system of democracy. I understand that the Judiciary might not have jurisdiction over
Scriptural Lore .. ? It is quite clear that the Scriptures and Common Law were never
referred to when Cannabis Laws (UN) were made +-80 years ago. The very first page of the
Holy Bible, Genesis 1:11 & 29,30. Hence my stance in truth and facts, not greedy
commercial interests and con-science which should be CONSCIENCE.
The Law is so wrong that the truth becomes stranger than fiction, and that signifies huge
mis-information and propaganda type control of our societies crying out for assistance.
I also understand, that for there to be a crime, there needs to be a victim. I have no
criminal history and have taken on the huge task to change the incorrect laws around a
plant called Cannabis, and the establishment leaves me no choice but to re-educate on
truths in this manner.
My undertaking to change the outdated and ineffective laws was not undertaken from
greed or self-interest, rather from a deep understanding that by “getting runs on the
board” on the facts, this alone would be the most expedient and compassionate method to
assist change, ie alleviate suffering. The ill in their thousands are getting real relief using
simple plant concentrations therefore the research and data required to prove truths.
I had seen the many failed attempts in numerous countries worldwide to change laws on
this plant, but the laws themselves stopped the change. The many attempts I had at the
“normal” methods of assisting politicians (who should never oversee medical laws and
standards but are in this country, commercial agendas abound) to see the truth on this
matter failed over and over.
As the success of what I did grew rapidly, I improved my intention and resolve by starting a
research program.
This evolved to having a mission statement based on morals, ethics, compassionate
philosophies of philanthropy and love for our fellow man. See Mission Statement Here.

What followed has been gratifying to say the least for the success and amazing affiliations
with Professors and Doctors and Integrative Clinics that were all so willing to assist and
begin the huge data research we now have +- 5500 clients.
Cannabis is our most important food. I would also need to explain briefly the absolute
importance of the Endocannabinoid System (ECS) that all humans and animals have, and
that this is only recent knowledge discovered by Prof Raphael Mechoulam . This undeniable
FACT and TRUTH about our physiology is made even more important with the knowledge
that the ECS is THEE most important regulatory energy system in our human bodies. As
basic as mother’s milk containing cannabinoids that are the first and most important FOOD
for a newborn. This important and intricate truth will be shown to the jury with all
supporting evidence to assist the courts understand that this is not a legal matter actually,
it’s actually a Food Matter and therefore FINALLY ridding humankind of the lies propagated
for decades. I will also be proving the complete harmlessness of this plant food called
cannabis. Its these truths that I need to correctly outline for a jury to find a true and correct
verdict.
I believe I was charged under the wrong Act. Police have charged me under the Drug
Misuse Act NSW and have recorded me as producing Medicinal Cannabis (the reason I was
growing SMALL cuttings to give to the needy to grow their own medicine) which was
legalized months before my police raid and subsequent charges, therefore I should be
charged under the "Poisons and TGA Act NSW” of production without a permit.
How can I be charged under NSW Misuse Act when Medicinal Cannabis was legal in the
TGA Act NSW.
I have only basic knowledge of how to run a proper legal defence and as I have no Legal Aid
and have no legal representation, I ask for some leniency with matters pertaining to legal
procedure. As the complexity of this case, as outlined above, is way more than a ‘criminal
matter’, I might be asking for a stay on these proceedings until suitable representation is
available. I have been informed that a “Mckenzie” friend is a possibility.
I know this case is a one in a million, and I am grateful that your Honour is presiding, as I sat
through your determination on Malcom Lee and have never been able to thank you
personally, so thank you.
As I will be calling on several Drs and Professors and Scientists and clients to assist prove
my not guilty plea and the real NEED for change, I would also ask your assistance to provide
truth to our communities and assist in any way possible. I have been informed of the
magnitude of the task at hand and it would require jury nullification to really assist this
most important issue. I have been told that courts dislike ‘jury nullifications’ and that I will
encounter huge resistance, is that a possibility .. ?

The Law needs to change and it will be my pleasure to bring evidence from the following
experts. Dr William Courtney, Dr Don Abrams, Dr David Bearman, Dr Robert Melamede, Dr
Ethan Russo, Prof Iain MacGregor, Prof Lawrie Mather, Prof Raphael Mechoulam, Dr
Christina Sanchez and several real experts who are classified as clients and Medicinal
Cannabis patients.
One example of the many FAILED red tape methods of licensed production of licenced
Medicinal Cannabis, led Folium Industries into $400 000.00 investment to comply to NSW
regulations that ended up being cancelled at the federal level, TGA. Monies lost. There are
many clear cases for Legal Proceedings at the Industrial Espionage space on many levels
and examples of these will eventually be made accountable.
I have upward of 28 Medical Practitioners referring.
This cliché has never been so true. It is easier to fool a person than convince them they have
been fooled.
These quotes from a famous philosopher ring true :
• It is dangerous to be right when the government is wrong. Voltaire
• If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent Him. Voltaire
• The art of medicine consists of amusing the patient while nature cures the disease.
Voltaire
• Men who are occupied in the restoration of health to other men, by the joint exertion
of skill and humanity, are above all the great of the earth. They even partake of divinity,
since to preserve and renew is almost as noble as to create. Voltaire
And for me BJ Futter .. Without change, there is no change.
Thank you for reading this Your Honour.
BJ Futter

